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i. Introduction

An on-site survey was made during 3-7 August 1981 to determine the extent

and source of mildew and excessive moisture in various buildings at Camp

Lejeune which are located in the Hadnot Point, Air Station, French Creek,

Hospital, Courthouse Bay, and Montford Point areas. All buildings included in

this survey are Unaccompanied Enlisted Personnel Housing except the Hostess

House complex (Bldgs. 896, 897 and 898 in the Hadnot Point area).

2. Descriptioq

a. The 38 buildings considered in this study and included in Attachment ’A’

are basically represented by five types of floor plan designs which are

summarized and will be referred to in groups as noted below.

Group No. 1

Twnty-Wix buildings (HP51, HP53, HP55,’H@I65, HPI85, HPI95, P550,

HP560, 1042, 1140, 1340, AS4020, AS4025, FC414, FC415, 5_15, FC520, FC525,

FC530, FC550, FC555, FC560, 897, 898, BB250 and BB255) were constructed during

the period from 1973 through 1980. They are two and three stories in height,

concrete and masonry construction, nd are the motel type with exterior

corriaors and a bathroom in each sleeping room. The sleeping rooms in

buildings 897 and 898 also include a kitchenette. These buildings are air

conditioned with fan coil units in the sleeping rooms supplied by a central

chilled water system.

Group No. 2

Eight buildings (AS4010,. FC304, 9305, FC306, FC309, FC310, FC311 and

HI6) were constructed during the period from 1943 through 1970. They are two

and three stories in height, concrete and masonry construction except H!6

(wood frame and wood/brick veneer siding), and ar the dormitory type with

interior corridors and central bathrooms. These buildings are air conditioned

with fan coil units in the sleeping rooms supplied by a central chilled ater

system.

Group No. 3

One building (AS4015) was constructed in 1971. The structure is three

stories in height, concrete and masonry construction, and is a variation of

the Welton Beckett modular design with six sleeping rooms, common bathroom and

a lounge in each module. This building is air conditioned with fan coil units

in the sleeping rooms supplied by a central chilled water system.





Group No. 4

Two buildings (M614 and M616) were constructed, during 1942-1943. They

are one story in height, masonry and wood construction, and hay6 open bay

sleeping areas with central bathrooms. These buildings are not air

conditioned.

Group No.5

One building (896) was constructed in 1973. The structure is one story

in height, concrete and masonry construction, and is the Office/administrative
building f6r the Hostess House complex. This building i air conditioned with

a central air handling unit and ductwork.

b. All bathroom areas have an exhaust system with the type varying from

building to building. The five existing types are s’hnur,arized and can be

referred to as follows:

System No. 1

Individual room exhaust fans connected to a ommon duct riser t.hat
discharges abQve the roof. This type of syst.em exists i Bldgs. HPI65, HPI85,

HPI95, HP550, HP560, 1042, FC515; FC520, FC525, FC530, FC550, FC555’, FC560 in

Group No. i.

System No. 2

Exhaust registers discharging directly into the plumbing chase with roof

fans to exhaust air from the chase. This type of system exists in Bldgs. 897

and 898 in Group No. i.

System No. 3

Exhaust registers discharging directly into the plumbing chase with fans

to exhaust air from the chase. This type of system exists in Bldgs. BB250 and

BB255 in Group No.l. However work is-presently being accemplished under

Contract N62470-79-C-@497 to remove the existing exhaust registers in each

sleeping room bathroom area and to installnew individual exhaust fans

operated by a separate wall switch located adjacent to the light switch.

System No. 4

Exhaust registers discharging into a common duct riser connected to a

roof exhaust fan. The type of system exists in Bidgs. HP51, HP53, HP55, 1140,

1340, AS4020, AS4025, FC414, and FC415 in Group No. i; Bldgs. AS4010, FC304,

FC305, r-C306, FC309, FC310, and FC311 in Group No. 2; and Bldg. AS4015 in

Group No. 3.





System No. 5

Ceiling register with exhaust fan and duct in attic discharging air

through gable louver. This type of system exists in Bldgs. M614 and M616 in

Group NO. 4.

3. Findings

Attachment ’A’, sheets one through forty, provides specific information and

comments for each building. The presence of mildew and excessive moisture

varied from room to room and building to building. Generally, the problem did

not exist throughout the building in those buildings reported to have a

problem. The problem existed in some but not all buildings of the same type.

Domestic hot water temperatures, observed’from termometers on the storage

tanks, varied from 10F to 190F among the buildings. Overall it appeared

the mildew and excessive moisture was more extensive in buildings with the

higher domestic hot water temperatures. From room to room it was evident that

usage of hot water in the shower and lavatory areas varied with the

occupants. Some of the occupants will allow {he water to flow from the faucet

or shower head as hot as they can endure while others use a nominal amount.

Some of he personnel commented the water was-too hot and they could not

temper it adequately with cold water. Also the hot water can flow into the

shower stall and lavatory a6 the high temperature resulting in excessive

moisture added to the space. Where individual room exhaust fans exist, they

are controlled by the room light switch. According to information provided

on-slte, gulations or instructions isued for energy convatlon r equie

personnel to turn off the light when they leave the toilet area which also

stops the exhaust fan before the space is properly ventilated following use of

the shower.

Other conditions observed that will add excessive moisture to the spaces

are as follows:

a. Drain pans in some of the fan coil units were holding water because

drains were clogged resulting in the unit acting as a humidifier rather than

providing dehumidification control. Some of the pans were overflowing.

b. Hot moist air from some of the laundry rooms (from dryer vents and wall

exhaust fans) is’able to enter those sleeping rooms near the laundry room.

c. Wet areas in some rooms adjacent to laundry rooms apparently resulting

from water originating in the laundry room (such as from wash down of the room

or overflow of the washing machines).

d. Roof scuttles propped open allowing hot moist air to enter into the pipe

chase and then into the sleeping rooms through holes in the masonry wall

(around pipes) at rear of the fan cool units.

e. Inoperative exhaust fans.





f. Water from pipe leaks and condensation on uninsulated or improperly
insulated piping. (Particularly applicable to Bldg. 1042).

g. Improper drainage around buildings. (ParticUlarly applicable to Bldg.

HPI85).

h. Doors to.common bathroom propped open allowing hot moist air to enter

sleeping rooms.

i. Absence of vapor barrier over ground in crawl space. (Particularly

applicable-to Bldg. HI6).

Activity personnel advised that the poblem with condensation on the front-

window walls of the sleeping rooms in Bldgs. 897 and 898 has existed since the

buildings were constructed and occurs primarily during the winter months.

According to As Built drawings the window walls are 7/32" thick sheetglass
with 1/8" thick cement asbestos panels below (See Attachment ’C’, Sheet i).

Personnel at the site advised that mildew problems in the open bay sleeping

areas of buildings at Montford Point did not occur.until ceiling insulation

was recently installed. From observations in Bldgs. M614 and M616, it appears
mildew ad exdessive moisture problems have existed in the central bathroom

areas for some time.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations

stmllaew and molsture problems are maintenance/operation relatdrather
haninadequacy of.-the air-conditioningand ventilation systems The systems
cannot provide humidity control for all conditioms, but should be adequate for

most conditions (except pqssibly the exhaust/ventilation systems in buildings

at Montford Point). However, it will be necessary to control-the amount of

moisture allowed to enter the spaces through continuing maintenancekand
Qperational procedures.

It is recommended that:

a. The following action be implemented as soon as possible:

(i) Set and maintain domestic hot water temperature at 105 F in

accordance with Attachment ’B’.

(2) Establish a program for the air conditioning systems to insure:

(a) Designated water temperatures are maintained.

(b) Fan coil unit controls function properly.

(c) Fan coil unit drain pans and drain lines are kept from clogging.

(d) Filters are replaced as necessary.





(3) Correct pipe leaks and pipe insulation/vapor barrier deficiencies.

(4) Repair or replace exhaust fans as necessary and provide adequate

.preventive maintenance program to keep them operating properly.

(5) Be sure vents from dryers in laundry rooms are functioning properly.

(6) Restrict hot moist air from laundry room dryer vents and wall

exhaust fans from entering the sleeping rooms.

(7) Keep doors to common/central bathrooms closed. Do not allow them

to be propped open.

(8) Control use of water for wash down in laundry rooms and avoid

overflowing of washing machines.

(9) Revise regulations or instructions as necessary regarding light

switches (that control bathroom exhaust fans) in buildings with bathrooms in

sleeping rooms. Occupants should be allowed to leave the switch and fan on

until the space is properly ventilated after each use of the shower.

(109 Keep roof scuttles closed. Do not allow them o be proppe open.

(ii) Close up and seal’any holes in masonry walls around pipes as seen

from the pipe chases adjacent to sleeping rooms in buildings here such

conditions exist.

(12) Regrade around any building as necessary to assure rain water

drains away from the building.

(13) Operate fan coil units at low speed as long as they can maintain

space temperature at 7F cooling. This will provide for a larger portion of

the cooling capacity to be used for moisture removal.

(14) Use an adequate mildew remover when necessary. One product that

has been successfully used by the Navy Lodge on Hampton Blvd. in Norfolk is

,,Wil-dew" manufactured by National Chemsearch Co.,

(15) Consider need for moisture control when making decisions regarding

baying automated control on chilled water supply to a building regulated by

one.space thermostat.

b. The following materials be applied in bathroom areas when it becomes

necessary to repaint and after mildew has been removed and surface allowed to

dry:

(I) A block filler where needed to eliminate porous areas and provide

for a reasonably smooth washable surface.

(2) A mildew-resistant paint.





HI6.
A vapor barrier be provided on the 9round in the crawl ./pac{ of Bldg

d. In addition to the applicable items in A and B above,- the following be
implemented and/or considered for Bldgs. 897 and 898..

(I) Modify the front window wall on each sleeping room according to one
of the following alternatives (See Attachment ’C’ Sheet 1 for existing
elevation):

(a) Install i" thick insulated glass with a thermal break around
the perimeteq where 7/32" thick glass now exists and provide 2" thick
insulated panels having a thermal break around the perimeter where cement
asbestos panels now exist.

(b) Remove the entire wall including the 3"a x 8" hollow metal door
with operable louver and replace with an insulated stud wall to include a
3’ x 6’-8" insulated metal door and a double hung window with insulating
-glass. (See Attachment ’C’ Sheet 2).

Cost estimates for (a) and (b) are provided as Attachment ’D’,
Sheets one throughfour. The initial cost of (b) is more han (a). However
(b) may b the best alternative when consideri6g energyconservation" and the
cost to purchase and maintai draperies.

(2) Provide non-Combustible flush mounted access "panel’Qhenever it is
necessary to cut a hole in the sheetrock wall in the pipe chase to ain access
to tub plumbing. This will provide easy access to plumbing for future

uirements and a quick repair to the wall. In the past, holes have been cut
the sheetrock (and later repaired) when it was necessary to unstop the

condensate drain line from the fan coil unit drain pan. (The condensate drain
line is connected to the tub drain li.

(3) Provide printed instructions installed in a permanent manner and
readily visible at each kitchenette range for occupants to turn on the hood
fan whenever using the range burners.

e. In addition o the applicable items ih 4 a. and 4 b. above, the
following be implemented for buildings considered in the Montford Point area:

(i) Verify recently installed ceiling insulation is held back 6" from
the exterior wall in accordance with the specifications.

(2) Determine adequacy of common bathroom exSaust systems after
correcting necessary maintenance and repair deficiencies.

(3) Consider adequacy of attic ventilation.

(4) Repai stream/heating coils in air handling units.to eliminate leaks.

f. If additional assistance is desired an Engineering Services Request
could be submitted to LANTDIV outlining specific requirements.
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REPORT ON HIGH HUMIDITY AND MOISTURE
CONDITIONS IN MISCELLANEOUS BUILDINGS

I visited several buildings at various locations at Camp
Lejeune and found high humidity and moisture conditions
exist in sleeping roomsand bathrooms. The conditions
vary from room to room in the buildings. I think this can
be attributed in part to the living habits of the occupants
and to the fact there are leaking lines and exhaust fans
not working.

On page (2) is a list of the actions taken by Base Main-
tenance in recent years to attempt to solve mildew-related
problems. However, these things have not been totally
successful because I found exhaust fans not working, dirty
coils, dirty fan scrolls, stopped-up drain pans and fresh
air fans not working. I think we need to intensify our
maintenance work and, in addition, I recommend we make the
changes outlined in the LANTDIV study to add make-up air
handlers to condition fresh air induced into the rooms and
the other recommendations for each specific type of building.





ACTIONS TAKEN TO RESOLVE MILDEW PROBLEMS

The following actions have been taken by Base Maintenance

in recent years to attempt to resolve mildew-related problems
in the new UEPH"s:

i. Reduced domestic hot water temperature.

2. Intensified maintenance to exhaust fans and
systems.

3. Repaired drain pans that were either misaligned
or clogged.

4. Ensured filters are replaced on a set schedule.

5. Improvedpreventive maintenance to fan/coil units.

6. Reduced chilled water tmperature on several
buildings.

Published instructions to occupants to help
prevent mildew growth (such as running space
temperature fan on low, operating exhaust fan

for10-15 minutes after showers, etc.)

8. Increased surveillance for pipe leaks during
cyclic maintenance repairs.





GROUP I

Bldgs HP 51, HP 53
Bldgs HP 55, 1140

POC LCpl Waldrop
POC: SSgt Spann

Observations:

I went to Buildings HP 51 and HP 53 on 8-22-84 and talked to
the BEQ manager. We checked several rooms and found mildew
on walls and ceilings of bathrooms and small amounts of mildew
on ceilings below the air handling units. Rooms 103, 117, 226,
and 302 need ceiling repairs and insulation repairs on chilled
water lines.

The exhaust stems for bathrooms are centrally-ducted with
seven (7) exhaust fans on the roof. Some of these fans are
not operating and several are not operating to capacity. The
make-up air handlers on the roof are not operating.

I went to Bldg HP 55 on 8-23-84 and talked to SSgt Spann. We
visited rooms 112, 120, 122 and 119. The mildew problems were
more prevalent than in buildings HP 51 and 53. Only two of the
seven exhaust fans on the roof were working nd the fresh air
make-up fans were of.
Bldg 1140 is designed the same as Bldg 51 and has the same
problems. ’

Recommendations for Bldgs HP 51, 53, 55, 57 and 1140:

i. Repair exhaust fans for bathrooms and adjust air flow cfm
for each room.

2. Repair and place in operation fresh air make-up air
handlers.

3. In addition, I recommend we make the changes outlined in
the LANTDIV study.

4. Ductwork on roof needs insulation repaired.

3





GROUP 2

Bldgs. FC 414 POC:
FC 415 POC:

LCpl Roble
LCpl Beaulieu

Observations:

I went to FC 414 and 415 on 8-28-84 and talked to the police
sergeants in each building. We visited rooms 106D and I06C
in FC 415 and found the blower scroll and coil of the room
air handler stopped up with lint and dirt. The filter had
been removed from the unit. The chilled water lines had
ragged insulation and were dripping on the ceiling. There
was a small amount of mildew on the ceiling of bathrooms and
on suspended ceilings of seeping rooms. The fresh air make-
up handlers were not working and several exhaust fans were
not running. I visited FC 414 and found the same problems.

Recommendations

i. Repair exhaust fans for bathrooms.

2. Repair and place in operation fresh air make-up air
handlers.

3. In addition, I recommend that we make changes outlined
in the LANTDIV study.

4





GROUP 3

Bldg 1042 POC: SSgt Downs

Observations:

I went to Bldg 1042 on 8-23-84 and visited rooms 113, 114
and 116. I found no evidence of mildew in sleeping rooms.
The bathrooms had large amounts on ceiling and walls. Fresh
air is induced into buildng through ductwork from outside
each room. Fan coil unit return air duct. Exhaust air
from each bathroom fan is connected to a common duct riser.
Thereis not a plumbing chase in the building. The dual
hot and chilled water lines run above suspended ceiling with
air handling units.

Recommendat ions

I. I agree with the recommendations outlined in,the LANTDIV
study.

5





GROUP 3

Bldgso HP 550, 560
FC 520, 525, 530, 550, 555, 560 POC: GySgt Palmer

Observations:

I went to FC 520 on 8-27-84 and talked to GySgt Palmer. We
visited several rooms and found small amounts of mildew on
ceilings of Bathrooms and sleeping rooms. The exhaust fans
in the athrooms are turned on with the light switch and are
ducted to a common duct system in the pipe chase. The make-
up air for exhaust system is by infiltration. FC 525, 530,
550, 555 and 560 are of identical construction and have the
same problems.

Recommendations

i. I recommend we set up a Po M. Program to check exhaust
fans monthly.

2. I agree with the recommendations. Suggested in the
LANTDIV study.

6





GROUP 3

Bldgs BB 250 and 255 POC: Pfc Moody
HP 550 .
HP 560 POC: LCpl Kath

Observations

I visited HP 550 and 560 on 8-23-84 and visited several
rooms in each building. I found evidence of mildew problems
in rooms 105, 104 and 130 at HP 550 and rooms 224, 218 and
215 in Building HP 560. There was evidence of some water
leaks from piping in several of the pipe chases. The bottom
deck chase at HP 560 had water standing the length of the
building.

Recommendations

i. I agree with all the recommendations in the LANTDIV
study.

2. I also recommend we repair water leaks in pipe chase.

7





GROUP 5

Bldg AS-4010 POC (ist Deck)
Police Sgt. McNeal

POC: (3d Deck)
Police Sgt. Huff

Observations

I went to AS-4010 on 8-21-84 and talked to Police Sergeants on
the first and third decks. Neither knew of any mildew problems
in any of the rooms. oth said they had problems with mildew
in the heads. Te air conditioning system was inoperative so
I could not get any true humidity or temperature readings. I
checked several rooms and found the blower scrolls and air
handling coils needed cleaning. The drain pans also need
cleaning. The filters in Rooms 159_ and 160 were removed from
the air handlers. This will cause coils and scrolls to stop
up with dirt and lint in a short time. The third floor air
handlers do not have thermostats, and there is no way to control
the temperature in the rooms, other than cutting off the fan
switch..

RecOmmendations

i. I recommend that we clean air handler coils and blower
scrolls and clean out drain pans and lines.

2. Add thermostats to rooms that do not have them to cycle
the units on and off and to maintain a set point temperature.

3. Check and service all exhaust fans from toilet areas and
keep operational.

4. Add make-up air handlers, with heat coils for winter
operation in the toilet areas.

5. Keep chilled water temperatures low enough for adequate
moisture removal.





GROUP 6

FC 305 POC: LCpl D. Smith

Observations:

I visited Bldg FC 305 on 8-24-84 and talked to Police Sergeant
LCpl Smith. He said they had not had any complaints on mildew
problems in sleeping rooms with the exception of where the fan
coil unit had leaked. Ii checked several rooms and saw no
evidence of mildew. The centrally located toilet and shower
areas had mildew in several locations on ceilings and walls.

Recommendations:

I. I agree with recommendations in the LANTDIV study to
repair exhaust fans in bathrooms and rebalance the air flow.

2. I also recommend we set up a maintenance program to check
and service exhaust fans on a regular basis.





GROUP 6

FC 311 POC: Sgt Cuddeback

Observations

I visited Bldg FC 311 on 8-24-.84 and talked to Sgt Cuddeback.
This building is the same design as FC 305 and has the same
prob lems.

Recommendations:

Same as for Bldg FC 305.
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GROUP 6

FC 309 POC: (Ist deck)
Cpl Travis
(2d deck)
Cpl Callicutt

Observations

I visited Bldg FC 309 on 8-24-84 and talked to the Police
Sergeants on the first and second decks. This building is
the same design as FC 305 and has the same problems.

Recommendations

Same as for FC 305.
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GROUP 6

Bldg FC 306 POC: Cpl Gibson

Observations

I visited Bldg FC 306 on 8-.24-84 and talked to Cpl Gibson.
Same problems were found as in Bldg FC 305.

Recommendat ions

Same as for Bldg FC 305.
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GROUP 7

Bldg H 16 POC: No one in building

Observations:

I went to Bldg H 16 on 8-30-84. There was no one in building
to speak to. I observed mildew, on ceilings and walls of
central bathrooms. Bathroom’exhaust air goes through the
wall of the bathroom witN fans. There are several dehumidifiers
mounted in hallways of the building. I did not see any sign of
mildew in hallways or lounges. Outside air is supplied directly
to fan coil units in rooms through exterior wall louvers.

Recommendations

I. I agree with recommendations in the LANTDIV study to
provide fresh air make-up handlers to condition air induced
into rooms.
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GROUP 8

Bldg AS-4015 POC: SgtJonea
Cpl Terry

Observations:

I visited Building AS-4015 on 8-2-84 and talked to the
Police Sergeants. Wevisited several rooms and found a
small amount of mildew in one room. The central bath-
room had small amounts of mildew on ceilings. The lounge
ceiling had plaster peelfgfrom an area about three feet
square from apparent roof leak.

Recommendatioms

I. I agree with all recommendations in the LANTDIV study.
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GROUPS 9 & I0

Bldgs 896, 897, 898 POC: Mrs. Zihar
Mr. Kincaide

Observations:

Went to the Hostess House on 8-16-84 and talked to Mr. Kincaide
and Mrs. Zihar. I did not notice any evidence of mildew or
humidity problems in rooms. I did notice wet ceiling tiles in
kitchen area where air handling units and chilled water lines
had been leaking. Drain pans were partially filled with algae,
lint and dirt. Fans and coils were dirty and needed cleaning.
Insulation on drain lines and chilled water ines were in bad
shape and needed replacing. Wen buildings were renovated and
ceiling replaced in kitchen area with 2’ x 2’ ceiling tiles
in a suspended ceiling, filter grlls were installed in ceiling
tiles and not connected to return air handlers. This leaves
large cracks and openings above ceiling and does not permit all
of the return air to be filltered. Mr. Kincaide said he had not
noticed any of the windows sweating after exhaust fans were
added to bathrooms during renovations. There is not enough
water flow through heating and cooling coil in Bldg 896 to heat
or cool the building properly.

Recommendations

I. I recommend that we clean air handler coils and blower
scrolls. Clean drain pans and repair leaks in drain pans.

2. Re--insulate all chilled water and drain lines from air
handles. to chase.

3. Installlductwork from filter grills to air handler so air
handler does not have to pull air from above ceiling.

4. Replace circulating pump with larger unit to mowe more GPM’s.

5. I believe the exhaust fans added to bathrooms have helped
the the humidity problems but I agree with the LANTDIV study
to provide a new outside air ventilation system to supply
conditioned outside air directly to the conditioned space.
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ACTIONS TO RESOLVE MILDEW PROBLEMS

The following actions have been taken by Base. Maintenance in recent
years in an attempt to resolve mildew-related problems in the new
UEPH’s

i. Reduced domestic hot water tempe[ature.

2. Intensified maintenance to exhaust fans and systems.

3. Reaifed drain pans tbat were either misaligned or
clogged.

4. Ensured filters are replaced on a-set schedule.

5. Improved preventive maintenance to fan/coil units.

6. Reduced chilled water temperature on several buildings.

Published instruction to occupants to help prevent
mildew growth (.such as runni.ng space temperature fan
on low, operating exhaust fan for 10-15 minutes after
showers, etc.)

Increased surveillance for.pipe leaks during cyclic
maintenance repairs...
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